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ABSTRACT

This paper concentrates on the difference
in duration between the long falling and short
falling accent in Serbo-Croatian. Another aim
of the study was to determine whether listeners
who do not speak the language would be able to
make acoustic distinction between the two, and
if they would, whether they would shift their
judgements from long to short at the same point
or along the same lines as the speakers of
Serbo-Croatian.

INTRODUCTION

In Serbo-Croatian (SC) the word accent consists of
three elements: stress, length and pitch. The com-
bination of these elements gives four accent types:
short falling (s~); long falling (f\); short rls-
ing (\ ) and long rising (/).
There are some restrictions with regard to the dis-
tribution of the four accent types: In monosyllablc
words only the falling accent can occur; the last
syllable is never accented; polysyllabic words can
carry the falling accent only on the first syllable
While tonal patterns (pitch) are associated with
stressed syllables, "the quantity system Is rela-
tively more independent, since quantity contrasts
also occur in unstressed syllables” /1/. Apart from
numerous dialectal variations, two variations are
acceptable In standard SC: optional short tonal
distinction and optional or non-existent posttonal
vowel length.
The fact that only the falling accent can occur in
monosyllabic words has probably lead J. Gvozdanovié
[2/ to an imprecise conclusion that "monosyllabic
prosodic words have no tone and accent, but can on-
ly have prominence in a phrase or a sentence”. The
very fact that a word has prominence (stress) re-
quires that word to have one of the accents (hence,
tone). A more precise statement pertaining to tone
In monosyllabic words is given by Lehlste and Ivié
III: “Monosyllabic words do not show tonal con-
trasts.“ This statement strikes closer to home,
since In monosyllabic words, bearing only falling
accents, the contrast can be primarily found In
their duration and, possibly, fundamental frequency
peak location /3,k,5,6/ and final fundamental fre-
quency value of the accented vowel /7,8,9/. Lehlste
and Ivié /1/ state the following: "From the point
of view of the system the short and long rising ac-
cents differ from each other in terms of duration;
In the same way, the two falling accents differ In
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terms of duration. The cue value of the difference
in the placement of fundamental frequency peak on
the stressed syllable thus seems dependent on
length...”.
Most authors studying SC accents have dealt mainly
with disyllablc or polysyllabic words and concen-
trated on the distinctions between long falling and
long rising or short falling and short rising ac-
cents, probably due to the fact that these dIac-
tions are richer, and depend on a number of vaHa-
bias.
The main aim of this study was to concentrate on
the difference in duration between the long faIHng
(LF) and short falling (SF) accent, keeping a“
other parameters constant. That the question of dw
ration In these two types of accent is not trlvlfl
was shown by the studies of Magner and Matejka /10/
who, among other distinctions, tested the percep-
tion of native speakers of SC In an attempt to de-
termine how much of the accentual system developed

by V. Karadiié in the early 19th century and adop-

ted as standard for SC, is In actual use and wheth-

er native speakers of the language who may not use
all the distinctions in their own speech can stiH
detect those differences and make lexical judge-

ments based on them. They found that not all of

their listeners could identify the distinction be-
tween the short and the long falling accent In the
word pas when presented with the natural prodgc-

tion of these words in sentences éiji je to pas hr
mo (Whose dog is that there) and éiji je to pas td'
mo (Whose belt is that there). Unfortunately, the
authors do not provide any acoustic measurementsi
so it is not known from their reports what the du-
ration of the accented vowel In the target words

was. However, their results show that speakers of
SC In most of the major cities can identify the
difference between the long and the short accented

vowel and conclude "that in their speech accentual

quantity ls meaningfully utilized and appears asa
functional prosodic system“. The authors have also
found that even speakers who do not distinguish
these two accents In their own speech (big cltleSL
”are capable of Identifying distinctions which theY
themselves do not Implement...“.

MATERIALS AND PROCEDURE

Preparation of test material: Two native

Speakers of SC from the city of Zagreb, who both
utilize the long-short distinction In their speech
recorded several tokens of the word pas (belt) and
phs (dog) in medial and final sentence positions
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' ion, via a Crown 700 series tapere-

zggd;:,i:2I:; an EIectro-Voiie microphone (model

ic Omnidirectiona .

Ittgzghz were then sampled via an analog-to-digi-

tal converter with a rate of 12,500 samples pi‘erI I

second. The samples were stored In a PDP-li d g ta

computer. A low-pass filter with the cut-off fre

quency of 5000 Hz and a slope of -48 dB per octave-

was used to filter out the 12,500 sampling freque:

cy. Using the ILS package for acoustic analySIZ - e

tokens were displayed and the duration and fpn ad

mental frequency contour calculated and disp ale .

Table I shows vowel durations for different to ens

of pas and pas. a

' d
1. Duration of the five tokens of pas an

Table five tokens of p33 (in msec) In ascending

order

Accent type SF (\\) LF (A)

90 I70
120 210

l 0 220
(msec) 12° . 2h0

IQO 250

be seen from Table 1.. the I°”9e5t V°wel
:2aiin332he SF accent was IMO msec and th? Sh°rt55t
vowel bearing the LF accent was 170 msec on:i ta

These data are In agreement w'th those cf Le b5 r-
andlvlé /II/ for di' afld pOIYSYIIabIC wordid :Iso
Ing short and long falling accents- It shou have
bereported here that. although m°5t authogs f the
found a slight rise. Peak a“d then the fa f gallln
fundamental frequenCY °°“t°ur I" samples 0 enc g
accents, no such movement Of fundamental freqube Y

wasfound in any of the tokens here. This can din

exMained by the fact that the consonant prileandg

theexamined vowel was a voiceless stop (/p f
It has been found (/12/ and an earlier study ° am-this author) that in that cise :hfnzeak occurs

mediatel after the onset 0 V0 c ' -
One of the originally recorded sentences. 02:01:”

krasan p23 (This is a beautifuz belt), wasst sen'

as the starting point for all the other tewei in

tences. In that particular sentence the vgf these

the word pas had a duration of I85 mseC- oiced
185 msec 138 msec was the duration of tgethe
interval and “7 msec was the duratlorl‘lob identi-
tsper-Iike portion which could stl he relation’

fied as vowel (/a/). I" order 9° keep t e tal fre-
ship between the initial and final funga:e:hortened

quency value constant. the V°"°I was t eltch peri-
In such a way that individual compiete p itch pe-

ods were removed from the stimulUS- These p in
rlods were extracted at "9"“r interiall' uVSIENIl
the in-house program for acoustic ana yS shew Havén.

on a VAX computer. at HaSkI"5 Laioratory'erlods
CT. For each magnitude of reduction the P d over

were chosen so as to be equally dIStrIbhte arame-
the voiced period. By this method all t 6': this

ters except duration were kept constan Ined all

way 8 different tokens of pas "Tre Obta nce'Ovo je
incorporated into the same carrier sente h of these

krasan (This is a beautiful __—)' Eac which
sentéfiEEs was then recorded “ more tImes’re ran-

Yielded 40 test sentences. The sentences WES be-
domized, with a silent interval of 3 secon
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le 2. shows the 8
tween subsequent sentences. Tab

durations of the vowel in the word pas (Including

the whisper-like portion).

Table 2. Durations of the vowel /a/ in the word

pas

Stimulus Duration (in msec)

185
17k
163
158
1&7
137
131
119m

N
O

‘W
P

W
N

‘

'
of sub~

The e eriment: There were two groups

jects. Oneeoup consisted of 6 native speakersdof

SC. All the subjects in this grozp lireshgmafltil-

d In the city of Zagreb, an a o

izlsihe long-short distinction In their own speech.

The second group consisted of 8 Americans - sevenf

students and one professor of linguistics. None 0

eak SC.

Rgiivzpspeakers of SC were asked t: :akitLegggalr

nts. Each subject was prOVI e w. . . -

ihggimzonsistlng of no pairs of words zivotinaa/po

jas (animal/synonim for belt) and was asked so unnt

derline or circle the one which, In their JU geme

corresponded to the stimulus uszd in tte sigfiinpz.

ke to ma e a
The American subjects were as b f re the

ants. It was explained to them e o _

{:ggefihat all the sentences wpuLd :e shiaiigi z?

I d in wh c t e u
cept for the last wor , . t d out that they

el would vary. It was pain a .

:hgulzwonly pay attention to the duration of that

vowel. Each subject was prOVIded with an ansge; he

sheet consisting of #0 blank lines §n(¥hic:h°:t§

ked to write L (for long or o ,

SZZeRZIng on their judgement of the duration of the

l in the last word of the sentence.

;:¥:re the test both groups were prespnpfidtzétaotzo

ces containing the longest vowe -

sggtfgllowed by two sentences containing the short

est vowel in the word p33. These four sentences b-

served as a training session for the American su k-

'ects and as control for the group of native speak

irs of SC. Those native speakers who could not ma e

the distinction between the two extremes were not

lhztzgntences were presented to the listeners in a

free space room via the Czown 700 :erie? taneat'c

- 00 Jans on e ec
corder, connected to a Z 6 M d I am lifier

aker through the Crown D 0 o e p ,

itugsggmfortable listening level, approximately 2

from the listeners.

Eitili 1. shows pooled responses of native speakers
ofgsc in terms of percentage of long (pas) agd —

short (pas) responses to a particular vowel ura-

tion As it can be seen from the Figure, the per

ce tion of the long-short distinction Is very near-

l pcategorical for native speakers of SC. The d -

cross-over point is at stimulus 5, In whicg the u

ation of the vowel was lk7 msec (“3.33% pas and

E6 67% p23 responses). Stimulus h (vowel duration

of 158 msec) elicited 80% pas and 20% p33 responses

while stimulus 6 (vowel duration of 137 msec) ell
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cited 86.672 p33 responses and 13.33% p33 responses
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Figure 1. Pooled responses of native speakers of SC
to eight different vowel durations
(o - pas; x - pas)

With respect to their responses American subjects
can be divided into two groups. Five out of 8 Ame-
ricans made obviously random judgements of the vow-
el duration. No pattern was found that might indi-
cate at least a tendency to label the stimuli with
some consistency in accordance with their duration.
Three out of 8 American subjects were non-random in
their responses. Figure 2. shows pooled responses
of these three listeners in terms of percentage of
long and short responses to a particular vowel du-
ration.
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Figure 2. Pooled responses of 3 American subjects
who had non-random responses to eight
different vowel durations
(o - long; x - short)

As it can be seen from the Figure. these 3 listen-ers exhibit a near categoricity of perception. Twothings distinguish these listeners from the nativespeakers of SC. First of all, their responses arerandom for two stimuli, rather than one, which
shows that their perception is not as categoricalas that of native speakers of SC. The vowel dura-tion of these two stimuli (h and 5) was 158 and 147msec. respectively, with 53.33% "short" and “6.672"long” responses in each. Obviously, the signifi-cant shift ln judgements from “long" to "short” oc-curs at the same point as for native speakers of SCwhile the point at which their responses become

random occurs earlier on the duration scale, than.
for the native speakers of SC.
The other interesting detail that can be observed
in Figure 2. is that these 3 American subjects are
not entirely consistently shifting their judgements
Several unexpected peaks and valleys can be seenln
Fig. 2. - 100% ”short” or "long” judgements do not
occur in reSponses to the stimuli of shortest or
longest duration, respectively. Stimulus 1 elicited
93.332 ”long“ responses. Similarly, of the 3 stimu:
li predominantly labeled as “short“, the longest
one, stimulus 6, elicited 1002 "short“ responses,
while the actually shorter stimuli 7 and 8 elicited
86.67% ”short” responses each. Closer examination
of the responses of these 3 listeners and the order
of stimuli presentation shows that all tokens of
stimulus 2 (1002 “long“ reSponses) and stimulus 6
(1002 ”short” responses”) occur after the 12th po-
sition on the test tape. it appears that these “5-
teners were actually in the process of establishing
some sort of a reference scale in the first quarter
of the test and all the inconsistencies are found
in responses to stimuli presented as the first 12
test stimuli. This indicates that the more catego-
rical perception of native speakers of SC is a re-
sult of their being more attentive to phonemic
length which they use and hear in everyday communi-
cation. On the basis of these results and observa-
tions it can be expected that re-testing of the
same 3 American subjects or providing them with a
short pre-test session, which would include all du-
rations, rather than just the extremes, would yield
results closer to those obtained for native speak-
ers of SC.
It should also be noted that 3 out of 5 tokens of
stimulus S (vowel duration of 1&7 msec), to which
random responses were given both by native speak-
ers of SC and the 3 Americans, occurred very early
in the test (positions 3, 8 and 9). Stimulus 5 was
only slightly (7 msec) longer than the longest vow-
el bearing the SF accent, found in acoustical mea-
surements preceding the experiment and in litera-
ture. The fact that the stimulus of such "border-
line” duration was presented so early in the test
might have contributed to the randomness of re-
sponses of the above mentioned subjects. It remains
to be determined whether a pre-test session pro-
vided for the native speakers of SC would result in
a clearer switch from p33 to p33 judgements, with-
out randomness of responses in between. The acous-
tic measurements of natural productions of the
words p33 and pas carried out during the prepara'
tion for the experiment, as well as the data found
in literature, show that the vowels bearing the LF
accent are not shorter than 170 msec and that the
vowels bearing the SF accent are not longer than
1k0 msec. The results of this study indicate that
the native speakers of SC are more apt to labelshorter-than-natural durations of vowels under LF
accent as long than the longer-than-natural dura-
tions of vowels unde; SF accent as short. Even the
fact that the word pas is more common than the
word pas (which has become to be regarded as
Slightly archaic and is not frequently used in mod'
ern SC, did not cause a bias toward it in the judg-ments of native speakers of the language.
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CONCLUSION

0n the basis of the results of this pilot study the

following conclusions can be drawn:

- ‘ akers of SC, who utilize the long-short

Siztl:c:l:n (between the LF and the SF accent: in

their own speech, exhibit categorical percept on

of this distinction when presented with words _n

carrier sentence) which differ only in the dilira1

tion of the vowel and when asked to make lex ca

judgements.

- s-over oint, at which the judgements of

12:1320: eakerspof SC shift from long (pas) to ‘

short (p53) occurs at the stimulus with the vowe

duration of ih7 msec. which is slightly longer-

than the longest duration of the naturally pro

duced vowel bearing the SF, found in literature

and in preliminary acoustic measurements.

- American subjects, who do not speak SC, exhibit-

two types of perceptual behavior in their aiouzw-

tic judgements of the duration of the targe dim

el - their responses are either entirelylrar;he

or show a pattern similar to that found n

responses of native speakers of SC.

- American subjects whose responses areunot nangom

start to shift their judgements from longf SC

”short” earlier than the native speakers oh i -

i.e. at a longer stimulus (158 msec) but t efzrg

niflcant switch occurs at the same point as

native speakers of SC (137 msec).

' C are
- T are is evidence that native speakers of S

mgre attentive to the long-short distincFLo: shag

the American subjects, which can be attr _u SC

the fact that vowel duration is phonemicdne it

and native speakers of this language ut d 2 com-

in their own speech and hear it in every ay

munication.

' Testing of larger groups of subjectsll: azsezsagy

to determine which type of perceptua :0 do not

mOre characteristic for the Americans w

speak SC.
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